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[ l i t e r a t u r e  b a s e d ]



todos nós criamos o mundo à nossa medida it is an
audiovisual performance where words, sounds and images in
motion are organized, transfigured and balanced in any place
between an assay and an audiovisual symphony… a creation
that can be read, heard, seen and learned in many ways.
todos nós criamos o mundo à nossa medida starting point is
the creation of the world by Miguel Torga, a book that tends
towards a hybridism in which the autobiographical narrative is
contaminated by genres such as memories, the travel story,
the essay, the self-portrait and the letters, to which can be
added lyricism.
In todos nós criamos o mundo à nossa medida a personal and
fictional world is created from the words of Miguel Torga,
which in turn is transformed into symbolic and where the
physical space itself assumes a referential, fictional and
figurative value, reinforcing the evidence of creating a world
of its own.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(audiovisual performance, 2020)
todos nós criamos o mundo à nossa maneira
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[ s i t e - s p e c i f i c ]



an indelible testimony is an audiovisual creation inspired by
the history and heritage of the Zona de Couros, the territory
related to the leather processing in Guimarães (PT), and
whose atmosphere has the capacity to transport us to new
dimensions of this place.
This audiovisual creation is developed through a structured
narrative in order to preserve and exhibit, simultaneously, a
visual and sound collection of the Zona de Couros,
maintaining a connection with a past of memories and
meanings, and seeking to reflect on the identity of a complex
territory, so present, and inseparable from the development
of the landscape of the city of Guimarães.
In an indelible testimony, time and space are altered, referring
to other (un)known places, and momentarily transforming the
space of presentation into a place full of new meanings and
new memories.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2020)
an i nd el i b l e test i mony
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figurative reality of identity is an audiovisual creation inspired
by the history and geography of the city of Vila Nova de
Famalicão (PT).
Vila Nova de Famalicão has a rich and varied cultural tradition
that goes back to prehistoric times and its community has
affirmed itself with a well defined personality.
The bridges that embrace the banks of the rivers, the
churches that reflect spirituality, the nobility of the manor
houses, the uses and customs of the people, the richness of
handicrafts and gastronomy are a living testimony of a
community that builds the future at every moment.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)
f i g urat i ve real i t y of i d ent i t y
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A metaphor about being enclosed in time… a time of
renewal, loneliness and crossing, but also a slow time
representative of the perpetuity of the place…
enclosed within seeks to develop a journey of perceptual
experiences, seeking to represent the most particular identity
characteristics and atmosphere of the village of Vila Nova da
Barquinha.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)
enc l osed wi th i n
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The ephemeral of a search that has no end.
A cartography of the unspeakable from unusual perspectives
and (im)material dimensions of memory.
A journey of perceptive experiences that invokes visual and
audio aspects.
An audiovisual symphony that refers to (un)known places and
momentarily transforms the The Santo Tirso International
Museum of Contemporary Sculpture (MIEC) into a space full
of new meanings.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)

t here was nothi ng here b ut
nosta l g i a  and remi ni sc enc e
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an essence of a legacy is an audio-vision creation inspired by
art and creativity of the imagery of Barcelos, whose identity is
a symbol of the creative capacity of a community and can
transports us to new dimensions of the territory of the
Barcelos region, using the exploration of its sound and visual
aspects and dialoguing with the areas of audiovisual
performance and media arts.
The imagery of Barcelos is the designation of the product of
the work done by the artisans who are dedicated to modeling
hand pieces, which in essence represent the reality or the
imaginary of their daily lives.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)
an essenc e of a l eg ac y
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carved in grayish stone is an audio-vision creation inspired by
the identity of the city of Porto (PT).
The historical richness of Porto is attested by the labyrinth of
narrow and winding streets of medieval times and its many
monuments, including its churches, museums and numerous
private villas.
Influenced by the historical and monumental wealth, the
beauty of the city and the social and urban renewal in
constant development, UNESCO conferred to Porto the
status of "World Heritage”, demonstrating the cultural and
social vitality of the city, also attested by the existence of
several universities, art academies, music conservatories,
museums and galleries.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)
c arved i n  g ray i sh stone
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faded remembrance of a place is an audio-vision creation
inspired by the memories of the city of Ovar (PT).
Ovar is an industrial city with a very varied range of activities
ranging from textiles and clothing to metallurgical and metal
products or from tannery to rope.
In Ovar, the tiles are a patrimonial asset and a distinguishing
element that marks the image and the history of the city. The
expression "Ovar, live city-museum of tiles", results from the
quantity and diversity of tile facades and ornaments dating
from the 19th/20th century.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2019)
f ad ed rememb ranc e of a p l ac e
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a land of intrinsic contemplation is an audio-vision creation
inspired by the history and territory of the city of Braga (PT).
Braga is a city of enormous beauty and wealth of heritage,
which combines tradition with innovation, memory with youth,
creativity with conservatism. With more than 2000 years of a
rich history, it has one of the oldest sacred mountains in
Europe and a flagship of the Minho region.
Old town and traditional religiosity, always imposing on its
richness and majesty, lives hand in hand with
entrepreneurship and a young spirit.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2018)
a  l and of i nt r i ns i c c ontemp l at i on
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[ re ]d i mens i on
(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2017)

[re]dimension is developed through a sound and visual
narrative, structured in a way to preserve and display,
simultaneously, a sound and visual collection of the Monastery
of São Martinho de Tibães (Braga, PT), maintaining a
connection with a past of memories and meanings, and that
seeks to convey the public to a new perceptive dimension.
The time and the space is changed referring to so many other
(un)known places.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos
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[de]construction focuses on a dialogue between the two
performers, mediated by the sound and image, at the
Conímbriga Roman Ruins (Condeixa-a-Nova, PT).
One of the performers fits in as a narrator, remembering and
imagining other possible places through the construction of
real-time visual and sound narratives.
The other performer functions as a metaphor for resilience, a
body that inhabits a space/time, decontextualized from its
formal characteristics and representative of ambiguity,
belonging, reminiscence, decadence and timelessness, of any
other space/time.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis and Rita Grade
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

[d e]c onst ruc t i on
(site-specific performance, 2017)
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[de]fragmentation is a sound and visual performance inspired
by the history and the natural and cultural values of the Land
of Santa Maria, whose historical importance transports us to
new representations and meanings of this place.
The performance seeks to refer to other (dis)fragmented
places, transforming momentarily the Convent dos Lóios
(Santa Maria da Feira, PT) cloister into a space full of new
materialities, seeking to promote a figurative experience and
a re-reading of the context of place and its identity.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

[d e] f rag mentat i on
(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2017)
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[re]activation is a sound and visual performance inspired by
the landscape, geography and natural and cultural values of
the village(s) of Luz (Mourão, PT), whose natural surroundings
and collective memory are a singular testimony of their
identity and whose unique atmosphere takes us to new
(re)constructions of this place, using the exploration of its
sonic and visual aspects.
In [re]activation time and space is changed, referring to so
many other (re)invented and (un)known places, (re)activating
memories and (re)conquering relationships.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

[ re ]ac t i vat i on
(site-specific audiovisual performance, 2017)
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Performance developed at São Francisco Convent (Coimbra,
PT) and focused on a dialogue between the two performers,
mediated by sound and visual media.
One of the performers fits in as a narrator, remembering and
imagining other possible places through the construction of
real-time sound and visual narratives.
The other performer represent a metaphor for resignation, a
body that inhabits a space-time, decontextualized from its
formal characteristics and representative of the surrender,
disorder, struggle, hope and regeneration of another space-
time.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis and Telma João
Santos
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific performance, 2016)
[ re ]ed i f y
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Performance is based upon the concept of atmosphere
(Gernot Böhme) to explore the complexity of local context
and sense of place as the stimulus for the creation of a real-
time performance which combines different media (sound
and image) which interacts with the body and the movement
of the performer, in an extraordinary space as it is the
Monastery of Santa Clara-a-Velha (Coimbra, PT).

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis and Leonor Barata
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(site-specific performance, 2016)
[ re ]v i s i tat i on
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[ p e r f o r m a n c e s ]



A long-term concert experience in which the audience was
invited to stay overnight at the gnration’s blackbox.
Composed of contemplative music and created in real time,
this sleeping concert intended to serve as a counterpoint to
the buzz that characterizes Braga's White Night.
Eight hours of tranquility served on sound waves.

Concept: Frederico Dinis
Production: gnration (Braga)
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and soft
noise

sleeping concert
(audio performance, 2019)
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A personal manifesto for a frantic world…
A cinematic place, composed of memories, simultaneously
dramatic and melancholically seductive, that seeks to
generate an atmosphere of ambiguity.
A soundscape that reflects how life can be felt in an infinite
loop, in crescendo and in construction, without ever losing its
cyclical nature.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(audiovisual performance, 2019)
SLOWER PACE OF EXISTENCE
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Today, the memories of time we fail to forget, lead us on
paths we have never traveled before.
Maybe everything happens with the purpose of making us
forget the time that does not bring us memories.
Only in the way of time, which never existed, we control the
memories we do not want to forget.
Because after all the memories that time brings us, happen on
the path we want to go through.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(audiovisual performance, 2018)
PERH APS ON LY AS A  MEMORY
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Real-time audiovisual performance where sound and image
are live mixed and synchronized in order to observe the
uniqueness of memories, creating an abstract space and time,
that begins with site-specific sound and image.
The themes are developed around several sound and visual
movements, each of them representing specific fluid and
vagueness feelings, which are developed using harmonic
games, repetitions and cadences. It is a constant recall of an
own sound world in constant remembrance of more than just
simple states or faded memories, and where, in each theme,
is build a distinct emotional tone.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(audiovisual performance, 2016)
F R AG M E NT S  O F  E M OT I O NS
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[ e x h i b i t i o n s ]



uma essência de um legado is an exhibition inspired by the
art and creativity of the pottery region of Barcelos, whose
identity is a symbol of the creative capacity of a community
and transports us to new dimensions of this territory, using the
exploration of its sound aspects and visuals.This exhibition is
developed through six audiovisual creations, structured in
order to preserve and display, simultaneously, a visual and
sound collection of the territory of the Barcelos pottery
region, maintaining a connection with a past of memories and
meanings.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Words, ambient music textures, field recordings and
b/w videos

(audiovisual installation, 2020)
uma essênc i a d e um l eg ad o
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Installation inspired by the design of the landscapes of Alto
Minho, whose identity is a unique testimony to its memory
and whose history transports us to new dimensions of this
territory.
The sound narrative is structured to preserve and exhibit,
simultaneously, a sound collection of the landscapes of Alto
Minho, maintaining a connection with a past of memories and
meanings. The visual narrative uses the physical
characteristics of the presentation space, the Cloister of the
Museum of Terceiros, a place that stands out for the presence
of light and water. Light understood as revelation and water
as a symbol of transformation.
Within the space, the visitor is invited to sit down, being
impelled to a contemplation of himself and to connect with
the spirituality of a place of meditation.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos

(installation, 2019)
i n to the ob l i v i on
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[ re ]d i mens i on
(site-specific audiovisual installation, 2018)

[re]dimension is developed through a sound and visual
narrative, structured in a way to preserve and display,
simultaneously, a sound and visual collection of the Monastery
of São Martinho de Tibães (Braga, PT), maintaining a
connection with a past of memories and meanings, and that
seeks to convey the public to a new perceptive dimension.
The time and the space is changed referring to so many other
(un)known places.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and b/w
videos
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Installation that combines audible and inaudible sounds from
the Botanic Garden of University of Coimbra (Coimbra, PT),
confronting spectators with the ability to produce effects of
dense quiet backwater and recalling flora and the sweetness
of fauna, when both are experienced through the ear.
Underlying this work is the reinterpretation of a new and
alternative ecosystem which is seamlessly shared with the
space, enabling us to forget the reality itself because the scale
is reduced to ours and the sounds allow us a special
immersion.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and
projected b/w photos

[ re ] i nterp retat i on
(audiovisual installation, 2015)
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there is a house built out of stone
wooden floors, walls and window sills
tables and chairs worn by all of the dust
this is a place where I don't feel alone
this is a place where I feel at home
cause, I built a home
for you, for me
until it disappeared
from me,from you
and now, it's time to leave and turn to dust

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and
projected b/w photos

(site-specific audiovisual installation, 2015)
to  b ui l d a home
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Installation developed around ten photos representative of
the face expressions from Portuguese mobilized militaries in
Mozambique, in 1973, when they said the sentence
“goodbye, until my return!” (adeus, até ao meu regresso!) for
the Portuguese National Television Christmas messages.
It acts as a visualization of the linkages between the military
and their loved ones and as a symbol of the collective
memory of all who were involved by the Colonial war.

Concept and Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Recorded voices and b/w photos in light boxes

(installation, 2014)
ad eus ,  até  ao meu reg resso!
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[ s o u n d ]



In a time of physical confinement to a space, the variation in
perceptions we receive from there during this stay promotes
different sensations and the (re)creation of new places.
Creating an atmosphere for this reading required
momentarily modifying the meaning of the present and the
physical space, transforming it into an imagined and, mainly,
felt place.
On the Friday before Easter, we read a text that has universal
literary value. We show you to read voices that also belong to
everyone. Voices from the stage, radio and television. From
home, and with the sound of Frederico Dinis, we enter into an
account of the Passion.

Concept: Brotéria
Soundscapes and Production: Frederico Dinis
Voices: Inês Lopes Gonçalves, Miguel Guilherme, Raquel
Morão Lopes
Media: Ambient music textures, field recordings and voices

(soundtrack and sound design, 2020)
p ass i on
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In ancient Roman architecture, a cryptoportic is a vaulted
gallery underground or semi-underground.
The arches of a Cryptotopic served to support structures
located on the surface, such as a forum or a villa, often
offsetting a decline in terrain.
The double-storey Cryptoportico of Coimbra was built under
the city's forum to overcome the uneven terrain.

Concept: Frederico Dinis and Machado de Castro National
Museum (Coimbra, PT)
Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures and field recordings

(sound art, 2016)
found ing g round
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Hodart's 'Supper' is a most important and indispensable work
in the history of Portuguese sculpture.
Conceived in the 16th century for the refectory of the
Monastery of Santa Cruz, the life-size sculptures of Christ and
the apostles constitute the most important sculpture in
Portugal of the Renaissance period, but presenting Mannerist
characteristics.

Concept: Frederico Dinis and Machado de Castro National
Museum (Coimbra, PT)
Production: Frederico Dinis
Media: Ambient music textures and field recordings

(sound art, 2016)
memor ies
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[ r e l e a s e s ]



A personal manifesto for a frantic world…
A cinematic place, composed of memories, simultaneously
dramatic and melancholically seductive, that seeks to
generate an atmosphere of ambiguity.
A soundscape that reflects how life can be felt in an infinite
loop, in crescendo and in construction, without ever losing its
cyclical nature.

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD/vinyl, 2019)
SLOWER PACE OF EXISTENCE
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Today, the memories of time we fail to forget, lead us on
paths we have never traveled before.
Maybe everything happens with the purpose of making us
forget the time that does not bring us memories.
Only in the way of time, which never existed, we control the
memories we do not want to forget.
Because after all the memories that time brings us, happen on
the path we want to go through.

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, cassette tape, 2019)

PERH APS ON LY AS A  MEMORY
RECON STRUCTED
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CD box with 7 CDs of electronic ambient music that seeks to
explore the diverse nature of sound and its relation to space,
referring to (un)known places and generating diverse
interpretations.
This edition results from an artistic research process and
experimentation, developed between 2014 and 2017, and
focused on 15 specific spaces that explores the intersection
between sound and space.

Dreamed and Produced by Frederico Dinis
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD box, 2018)

SINUOUS 
SENSATIONS 
HYPNOTIC 
EMOTIONS
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Today, the memories of time we fail to forget, lead us on
paths we have never traveled before.
Maybe everything happens with the purpose of making us
forget the time that does not bring us memories.
Only in the way of time, which never existed, we control the
memories we do not want to forget.
Because after all the memories that time brings us, happen on
the path we want to go through.

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD, 2018)
PERH APS ON LY AS A  MEMORY
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An intimate and personal narrative that runs around sound
fragments of emotions, developed around a narrative
constructed using ambient sounds and electronic
soundscapes, and has as its starting point the author's
memories.
It is a constant recall of an own sound world in constant
remembrance of more than just simple states or faded
memories, and where, in each theme, is builded a distinct
emotional tone.

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD, 2015)
F R AG M E NT S  O F  E M OT I O NS
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Feeling the cold weather with the music transfer to us the
warmth of the sun peeking out there. It is a logic for which
one can not get any answer, but just a feeling.
The sound transforms the logic of each moment, and offers us
the opportunity to wander through time as if we've wished
not having a watch.
We feel each moment as a new beginning, without thinking,
and the only vision that we want is one that takes us beyond
logic and time.

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD, 2013)
chi l l ed winter sunr i se
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The sound is like a lens capable of capturing all the emotions
of those focuses.
It is impossible to escape the charm, as it hypnotizes us,
involving us in choices that depends on our state of mind. If
we want to dream, we need only look to the melody and let
us carry on the line of the whisper.
At every moment it recognizes our own will, embracing our
desires, knowing how to calm our mind and inspiring us...

Dreamed and Produced by diniz (aka Frederico Dinis)
Artwork: Julio Ferreira

(audio recording, CD, 2011)
gent le b reeze at sunset
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